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Abstract—In recent years we have been watching our privacy
becoming at risk in mass data collection, analysis, processing
and storing: all made possible by social networks and due to
a large availability of digital services. As a result, countries
are reforming their legal acts on data protection, so that
individuals may keep their privacy while maintaining their
access to the usual online services. Leading the reform, the
new European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
calls for some stiffer rules on data protection for all personal
data on European citizens.

Organizations need a tool that allows them to assure their
processing is compliant and current monitoring applications
are not data privacy driven besides lacking automated auditing
methods. This dissertation proposes the use of a business
process intrusion detection tool to monitor data protection
concerns over an organization processes, in a manner that
allows for compliance verification. The use of business pro-
cess modeling languages helps organizations to specify their
processes that handle personal data and BP-IDS, a Business
Process Intrusion Detection System, introduces data protection
concepts over those baseline processes. This approach valida-
tion is integrated within the context of the COMPACT project,
partnering INOV and the Municipality of Amadora (CMA).
A right to be forgotten scenario use case is implemented and
the conformity to the principles of storage minimization and
purpose limitation is monitored.

Index Terms—GDPR, Data Protection, GDPR compliance,
Data monitoring, Business Process monitoring, Purpose,
Cyber-security

1. Introduction

The word privacy in the cybersecurity context is re-
currently appearing in the media and increasingly getting
people’s attention, result of several data leaks in past years,
being Cambridge Analytica scandal [1] among the most
notorious examples. Furthermore, the enactment of the Eu-
ropean General Data Protection Regulation introduces new
rules for those who process personal data, in an attempt to
improve European citizen’s privacy.

The digital world is in constant evolution and in recent
years we witnessed significant changes on how data is
collected and handled, aggravated with the use of machine
learning and big data analytics, which resulted in mass data
collection, analysis, processing and storing made possible by

social networks and large availability of digital services. Un-
controlled, these systems represent a risk for privacy (as data
became available in distributed systems, and consequently,
susceptible to correlation) and other legal issues provoked by
automated individual decision-making, including profiling.
As a result of such collecting of personal data, countries
have been reforming their legal acts on data protection
taking into consideration this technological progress. The
data privacy laws have to be addressed so that individual
persons may keep their privacy while maintaining their
access to usual online services. Leading the reform, due to
its extensive impact on the industry, is the European General
Data Protection Regulation.

As previously mentioned data protection has always
been an issue, hence some organizations have already im-
plemented security measures to protect data and comply
with legal requirements. Even if that is not the case, some
industry standards provide a good starting point, as for
instance, the case of ISO 27001 compliant organizations [2].

However, the main challenge with GDPR is that they
have to be fully compliant, and have to be able to show
they are, otherwise some heavy fines are up for those
who do not abide. For those organizations that have their
full system built within the same proprietary ecosystem,
most software product companies adapt their applications
to be able to demonstrate compliance. Some of them with
advanced monitoring tools that allow users to visualize and
control the data, activities and logs that are managed by the
system [3]. On the other hand, for the ones that do not have
such ecosystems, changing their long term installed software
can be a challenge. This can be particularly complex for
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), who may not have
the personnel nor expertise to endeavor such a project.

Showing “compliance” is essentially to assure that the
regulation requirements are fulfilled. Entities that process
personal data have to show their compliance with the data
protection regulation. Although they may keep track of
all actions over their personal data, they need a tool that
can verify if there is any behavior that deviates from the
expected data flow.

This article proposes monitoring personal data using an
IDS, and shows that a set of processes that handle personal
data are compliant with GDPR. However, not all IDSs are
considered suitable for this quest as signature detection can
only detect attacks to which a signature has already been
produced, while anomaly detection usually suffer from a
high number of false alarms, and can model attack behavior
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as acceptable in the learning phase [4]. Specification based
IDSs main disadvantage is the manual specification of the
system expected behavior by the system administrator. Due
to GDPR imposing strict rules and restrictions over personal
data processing, organizations must have their system pro-
cesses well defined and structured when processing data.
That means a specification of those processes, the system
expected behavior, should be within reach, which creates the
opportunity for specification based IDSs to be used.

Business Process Intrusion Detection System (BP-IDS)
1 compares a predefined specification of the system business
processes, the baseline, to the real-time state of the system,
which is monitored by passive sensors. The initial model
should represent the expected behaviour of every process,
and, any deviation represents a violation and the admin-
istrator is notified. However, due to the fact that business
process related to personal data are being monitored, it
becomes difficult to model straightforward GDPR compliant
baselines. In order to delineate these, an easy to learn and
use graphical language is required. BP-IDS is an intrusion
detection solution that directly allows BPMN models of
the “normal” system’s processes and captures basic chunks
of communications to construct the system state in real
time and diagnose for deviations or non-compliances. It
is crucial to establish that within the context of this work
only processes that in any way process personal data are
considered.

In this article an attempt is made to apply this solution,
monitoring personal data related processes and detecting any
irregularity in the processing of personal data. The validation
is integrated with the context of the COMPACT project
2, partnering INOV 3 and the Municipality of Amadora 4.
A right to be forgotten scenario use case is implemented
and the principles of storage minimization and purpose
limitation are monitored.

2. Related Work

Before modeling security requirements is is important
to define the main actors that affect the data protection
domain. The studies [9]–[11], assumed the actors as defined
in GDPR. Similarly, this work will focus in the actors as
defined by the GDPR.

There are several approaches [9], [10], [12] it when
comes to defining the data controller duties based on a data
protection regulation. Data subjects rights are based on data
protection principles and the duties of the data controller
correspond to the responsibility to apply and comply with
the rules on data protection.

Not so focused on the concepts of role and duty, [13]
infers four foundational concepts involved in protecting
privacy: Data; User; Purpose; and Action. These concepts
are used to specify the requirements that allow them develop
privacy annotations as their BPMN extension.

1. See BP-IDS homepage in [5]
2. See COMPACT Project homepage in [6]
3. See INOV homepage in [7]
4. See Municipality of Amadora homepage in [8]

[14], [15] use semantic Web technology on specifying
and enforcing privacy requirements on access control level.

Although important, because it is not developed as a
graphical language it can be less accessible to IT employees
with lack of information security knowledge.

[16] questions how to audit a computer system’s adher-
ence to a purpose5. Their proposal exploits the notion that
business process models embodies, by its nature, a particular
purpose and also implies when data is collected and used.

Several studies that use graphical modeling languages
were considered: UML [9], DCR Graphs[11] and BPMN
[13], [17]–[24]. These studies try to express the law concepts
in a more strict and formal but graphical language or model,
allowing for the same point of view of security requirements
in both IT administrators, security experts or even auditors
and lawyers.

Personal Data must be collected for a specific purpose
and only processed for that end. Works [25]–[28] propose
privacy protection based on Purpose-Based Access control.
[29] presents a purpose control framework with the ultimate
goal of auditing data protection compliance.

From the state of the art review, there is not yet a stan-
dard system, model or framework that allows for data con-
trollers to show they are compliant and assist auditing data
protection regulation like the European GDPR. Specifically,
it is missing a passive application that can be added to an
organization system without redoing all the implementation
and that is able to monitor all the personal data related
processes and give capability to the organization to perform
constant auditing to the GDPR related content, while also
being able to show compliance when audits happen. We
proposed to solve this by joining together data protection
concepts and a business process based intrusion detection
system.

3. Business Process Intrusion Detection System

BP-IDS is a tool for process monitoring and incident
detection in industrial infrastructures equipped with network
communication and information technologies. It operates by
using multiple passive sensors to collect chunks of infor-
mation from the network and use them to reconstruct in
real-time the executed business process. The reconstructed
processes are checked against a specification (baseline) and
business rules. Whenever those executed process deviate
from the specification, the activity is marked as a possible
incident and the infrastructure administrator is notified in
real-time. BP-IDS allows also representations of real world
objects, implemented by informational entities types. One
or more instances of the object can exist by process. Each
informational entity is described by the respective attributes,
divided into key attributes and non-key attributes

BP-IDS business rules and validation mechanisms can
extend BPMN interpretation giving us a way to express

5. The purpose for processing is a valid legal ground by which the
processing of personal data is supported



restriction over activities and conditions over informational
entities. The tools that give this functionality are:

• Validator Classes
These classes allow to compare attributes from process
and from the informational entity associated with the
process in verification. Each activity must have one
Validator class associated.

• Business Rules Business rules allow to maintain re-
strictions over informational entity attributes. These
rule validations are triggered by changes in the infor-
mational entities attributes.

4. Data Protection Compliance Monitoring So-
lution

The fact that GDPR requires data controllers to be able
to show they are compliant, while maintaining transparency
to data subjects, creates a new urgency for data protection
compliance monitoring solutions. The goal of this article
it to use BP-IDS, a Business Process Modeling Language
based Intrusion Detection Tool, for compliance monitoring
in data protection context.

The remainder of this section presents how to use Busi-
ness Process Intrusion Detection system to monitor data
protection requirements. Section 4.2 describes how to en-
force data protection requirements into business processes
dissecting principles, data subject rights, regulation and the
integration into privacy policies. Furthermore, Section 4.3
will describe how to integrate BP-IDS with an organization
system using BPMN specifications of the processes and
configurations derived from the data privacy policy.

4.1. Entities

We identify the main entities taking in account the
GDPR, which defines the following among others:
Personal Data Data is owned by the data subject and pro-

cessed by the data controller and his partners. This
entity will be closely related to the concept of purpose.

Data Subject On the data protection context the privacy
of the data subject is the main of interest, which puts
the data subject as necessary as the source of data
and privacy preferences. When the data subject gives
his data to the controller, he has to consent to the
processing of his data. Exceptions apply when the data
controller has a legal ground for processing the data
(contracts, legitimate interests, etc.).

Data Controller is the entity that collects data and deter-
mines the means of the processing. It is the entity
responsible to manage the purposes associated to the
collected data.

Data Processor is the entity that processes data in behalf of
the controller and respecting the privacy policies set by
the controller. Data processor does not control the data
and cannot change the purpose or use of the particular
set of data.

Data authority Independent public authorities responsible
for audit the application of the data protection regula-
tions.

The complexity can be reduced by assuming the essen-
tial entities and their interactions as depicted in Figure 1.
From the data protection point of view the system has to
revolve around the concept of personal data. The flow of
data goes from the data subject to the controller and then
to third party processors if it is the case.

Although this can be a complex system with several
controllers (groups of undertakings) and several third party
processors the privacy policies applied must follow the
ones presented to the data subject when personal data is
collected. The controller responsible for the data collection
must guarantee all his partners follow the same privacy poli-
cies and are compliant to the same degree [30, article 28].
When developing this solution the relationships in Figure 1
will be assumed. The data controller represents the entity
responsible for controlling and processing personal data.

Data ControllerData Subject  Data
Controls

Processes

Gives

Figure 1. Essential relations between data protection domain entities

4.2. Data protection requirements

The controller and processor have the responsibility to
always assure every data protection principle, which repre-
sents requirements that must be guaranteed, i.e, the duties
of the controller. Following what was said in Chapter 1,
data protection principles aim giving the data subject privacy
control over his data. To accomplish this, the principles of
data protection give primacy to the concept of purpose of
processing. There is an emphasis on better control over
the purpose of data collection and the purpose for which
data is processed by the controller itself and third party
processors that may have access to data. Having a purpose
means data is collected and processed with a valid legal
ground, justified by legal or legitimate interests or explicit
consent from the data subject. The former affirmation can
be rephrased to: the data controller can only collect and
process personal data with a valid purpose. In accordance
with the Purpose limitation principle, the controller has
(the responsibility) to respect the purpose when processing
personal data. Additionally, from the Purpose Limitation
also results that an access control must be implemented
to guarantee data is only accessed for the right purpose.
data minimization principle obliges the controller to keep
the collecting limited to what is absolutely necessary and
relevant to the processing. Besides, the controller or pro-
cessor who keeps data has to guarantee data is accurate,
requiring regular updates if it is still needed for the collected
purpose. For the remaining of the principles the same direct
responsibilities can be formalized.

In addition to the aforementioned requirements, the data
controller must ensure that the processing allows the data



subject to exercise the rights to which he or she is entitled by
the law. As said in the beginning of this section, data subject
rights are applications of the principles; therefore they im-
pose similar responsibilities to the data controller. Besides, it
is a GDPR requirement to ensure that the data subject is able
to benefit from his rights. As an example to this the Right to
Access is considered. In accordance with [30, art. 15], the
data subject has the right to obtain from the controller, if
personal data concerning him/her is being processed, access
to that same personal data and all the information related
to it. Following the same line of thought as before, this
represents a direct responsibility of the controller in giving
to the data subject this information when asked. Although
this right is an application to the first principle presented,
transparency principle, the responsibility to answer to this
right can lead to extra requirements for the data controller,
which in this case may be the need for means for the data
being requested and delivered. The remaining of the rights
are similarly structured, the controller must respect them
and implement the required means and extra requirements
to guarantee the data subject rights.

GDPR also includes direct provisions that bind the con-
troller. Some examples are third party processing rules, risk
assessment obligations, DPO assignment to some cases and
joint controllers rules, which may represent requirements
to the data controller. Due to the fact that nowadays data
processing is mostly done by computer systems, the im-
plementation of requirements applies to most organizations.
GDPR also imposes that organizations apply privacy by de-
sign and by default, meaning all the above principles must be
followed and taken in account in all system implementations
and structures and should not be a reaction to a request by
the data subject. The data controller must implement tech-
nology when required (e.g. backup, encryption, etc.). For the
requirements that are translated from principles and rights,
the controller should model all the requirements to which it
is subject to into its privacy policies. When processing data
the controller must have a privacy policy, which decides
the behavior of the organization as a whole when handling
data. Behavior which, must be compliant with the regulation
making the verification that the data processing follows the
privacy polices essential when monitoring compliance. In
this work we are defining privacy policies as following:
Privacy policy is a collection of statements that apply rules

over all data or restrictions over business processes and
may be an application of the code of conduct in force
in the organization, if there is one.

When applying data protection requirements into the privacy
policy there are two options:

• Rules that are applied directly to an action over per-
sonal data, thus statements as they are in the privacy
policy. For example, the purpose limitation principle
can generate a policy rule which prevents data from
being accessed with a purpose for which it was not
collected;

• Conditions over specific procedures in the processing
of personal data that can be modeled into business

process, were activities are restricted or modified to
oblige to a statement. A restriction over the activities
that handle data can be for example an access to data in
a process cannot happen after the activity that modifies
data. Conditions over activities sequence should trans-
ferred into statements in the privacy policy, but can be
implemented by business process graphical languages
(BPMN) extended to support privacy restrictions.

Influenced by the work of [13] and [16] the following
four concepts will be defined so to describe data protection
requirements over business processes:
Data Groups/Collection of data When talking about data

it is not possible to have a different purpose for each
individual data. For that, collections of data or data
groups are defined. Each group is made from data
collected and processed for a common purpose and the
same restrictions.

Purpose Representation of a valid legal ground for collect-
ing and processing a collection of data.

Rules Privacy policies applied over all data, applies to all
data without context.

Restrictions Process specific conditions applied to data un-
der the process context.

4.3. Compliance monitoring with BP-IDS

A general application server usually presents a dis-
tributed system network with the following architecture:
Server that hosts several computer applications correspond-
ing to each department or function; Database that stores
all data and documents from the system. Several computer
applications can have access to it. The access to the database
server can only be successful through the application server;
and Client which is the intermediary between the service
and the data subject (e.g. Browser, Employee). The flow
of personal data goes from the source (data subject) to the
database, and per request, it may be accessed through the ap-
plication. The employee has access to data collections when
executing a service with access to the data. It is assumed
that a normal application process or business process always
follow the same generic template. A process is started by
an event which is normally a request for a service and
then an access to the database for information gathering.
Data processing may occur as well as further databases
access or simple a modification data. The service provides
a result, which may be returned to the data subject or not.
This represents an over simplistic model, depicted in the
simplified process prototype of Figure 2.

   Request Search Action Confirmation

Figure 2. Generic Application process

4.3.1. Setup. The organization processes must be modeled
using BPMN and the data protection concepts configured
in BP-IDS administrator tool, which includes setting up the



rules and restrictions from the privacy policies. This setup
includes the following 4 steps: design BPMN processes to
specify the processes of the organization and the information
systems that support them, configure informational entities
to introduce data protection concepts, implement activity
validators to create restriction over processes, and lastly
implement business rules to create general rules over all
data. These steps will now be further explained:

1) BPMN process specification
We want to specify unitary operations over personal
data, such as access to data, modify data, or even, add
or remove purposes associated with some data (E.g.,
user consented to the processing whereas a contract
was already made, giving it additional purposes for
the processing). The specification must be sufficient to
keep track of all personal data flow. The process should
identify the access purpose as well as the entity that
is accountable for it. Because these processes isolate
accesses to personal data, each process should represent a
very particular action over the personal data of an unique
data subject, which guarantees that the process can be
associated with an identifiable purpose for that action
over that data. Furthermore, if each process can identify
the entity that executes the operation over the data, then
permissions control can be monitored.
Let the generic process in Figure 2 represent one applica-
tion process that receives a request from the data subject,
an event; accesses his data; executes some operations;
and returns a result which may be a confirmation of an
executed service. In this process we only need to monitor
the access to personal data (the action over the data) and
for what purpose. Figure 3 depicts a business process
representation of an access to personal data. This access
to data BPMN process will be match to the processing
of data performed by the generic process just described.
The event activity and operation define the purpose for
the processing which is assigned to the simple business
process. This activity should only be detected when the
specified data is accessed for the purpose assigned.

Access to data

Figure 3. Prototype for personal data handling processes - access to data

Even if the target process is rather complex and spans
across multiple data groups for multiple purposes it
should be divided into simple more practical processes
that represent the access to each data group. Figure
4 depicts an more complex prototype where a process
isolates two actions, the adding or removal of purposes
associated with certain data (the modification of the
purpose associated with a certain data is considered an
action over said data).

Add purpose

Remove Purpose

Figure 4. Change data purpose prototype example

2) Informational entities types
Informational entity type “personal data” represents per-
sonal data for a data subject. The informational entity
stores the groups of personal data that the data subject
has on the system, as well as the purposes for those
data groups. But, this only allocates purposes to the
data subject. To be valid they must be attributed to
data groups. The verification of which data group has
each purpose is done by the informational entity “data-
purpose map”.
Informational entity type “data-purpose map” represents
a table that associates one data group to a list of valid
purposes assigned to that group.

3) Activity validator classes
The BP-IDS is a passive entity in the GDPR process.
This validators are used to model restrictions over BPMN
processes. These restrictions can be applications of the
requirements asked of the controller or more specific
provisions from data protection regulations. Validation
is made at attributes level and with single process scope,
which includes the data group or/and purposes used by
that process.

4) Business Rules
A business rule is set for an informational entity, with the
option to specify an attribute or not. The rule is triggered
when that informational entity, or attribute if specified,
is used.

4.4. Application

Although the point is not to make the implementation
compliant, in other words, to enforce these privacy policies
over the business process, this configuration behaves in very
similar way by monitoring all events with the capability to
detect a violation to the expected processing. The action
which triggers this violation is not suspended or interrupted
in any way, endorsing the fact that this is a passive solution.
However, an alert is generated with all the information,
including the data subject, data group that was accessed, by
which process identifying the entity and access purpose, and
the purpose associated with the data group. A notification is
pushed to the BP-IDS monitor and further actions could be
taken, in particular the notification of the data subject and
supervisory authorities.

To exemplify how the whole schema works, let con-
sider the hypothetical example in the Figure 4.4, which
depicts a simple access to data stored in a database. BP-
IDS is configured with the process Access Data with and
the identification patterns are configured to detect activities
from the process in the example. When the first activity



is detected, BP-IDS creates a new process for access data
corresponded to the process type in the example (abstract in
this case, should be well defined as it represents part of the
purpose limitation principle validation). The informational
entity for the data subject in question is also created if
it did not existed yet. BP-IDS waits to detect the access
to the database for that data group. In the informational
entity purpose-map a relation between the said data groups
and the permitted processing purposes should already be
filled by a data administrator. Then there is the two step
verification for the purpose being valid. The process has
an associated purpose, related to the type of processing,
and the informational entity must have the same purpose
in the attributes field of motives. One the other hand, this
the purpose must correspond to a relation in the access data
group purpose-map informational entity. This is verified by
the business rule that is triggered by any change to an infor-
mational entity. The changes to the informational entity are
enforced by an activity validator class in the process activity,
which is triggered by the database query for the data group
in question. One more clarification: the purpose associated
with the process can be defined as a process attribute and
must represent the type of the processing executed over data.
As an example, if the process accesses data to evaluate the
interest of the data subject in a particular brand product to
individualized marketing the purpose should be marketing.

The example describes constitutes one way of guaran-
teeing the purpose limitation principle. To be applied to all
kinds of operations over data one only needs to configure the
activity in the process with an activity validator that triggers
the business rule validation.
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Figure 5. BP-IDS example

We should stress out that the basic functionality of the
IDS already allows an organization to have a tool that can
help auditors and systems administrator to detect any misuse
of data by the system that was unknown and not specified in
the BPMN specification which represent a violation to the
GDPR. By monitoring accesses to any personal data and
trying to associated it with a known process, BPIDS may
detect accesses to personal data that were not categorized
in the organization documentation. In this case, if data does

not fit to any known group the BP-IDS will generate alert
for events of the type unknown process key.

The target organization for this solution are small and
medium organizations with reasonable simple systems, as
for example, town administrative entities. As a passive so-
lution and accessible integration with the host system, it will
be an advantageous tool when monitoring the processing of
personal data and maintain the services it provides compliant
with the regulation, giving the users privacy to their data.

5. Validation

This validation is performed in the context of the COM-
PACT project, partnering INOV and the Municipality of
Amadora (CMA). The scenario of the COMPACT trials,
implemented in the CMA premises, enabled the evaluation
of this solution in a real world system architecture and
data. The Municipality of Amadora (CMA) is comprised of
several departments, which work together to offer munic-
ipal services. The system structure is built upon a central
technology infrastructure, located within CMA premises
which offers two functionalities: a dedicated virtual machine
(VM), and a central data storage system (Database server)
accessible by the applications supplied within those VMs.

5.1. Use Case - The right to be forgotten

To perform an evaluation over the proposed approach,
the developed use case scenario corresponds to one of the
changes that the GDPR introduces: the right to be forgotten,
article 17 from the GDPR [30]. In this use case, the prin-
ciples of Purpose limitation and Storage Minimization will
be considered, reason for which the requirements produced
by those will be validated. The right to be forgotten has
created some turmoil among organizations in the date of
the GDPR entering into force. One of the problems which
arose was that just because the data subject chooses to delete
all of data that does not mean organizations want/can erase
user data as it is, most of the times, the main resource
used for providing services. Certain data is affected by other
regulations, cases where lawful, contractual, or legitimates
interests of the organization overpowers the individual right
for privacy, and must be held for a period of time before
the data can be erased, being this period as high as many
decades.

The need to decide if data can be erased or not, will
lead organizations to the classification of data into several
data groups by retention time [31]. Data can be associated
with the purpose for which it was collected, where the type
of purpose gives the period of time data must be stored.

In this evaluation, three set of processes are going to
be tested. The first is a generic department process, that
accesses personal data for providing a service. In particular,
the emission certificate process and processing of salaries
were used as a real system examples. The second set of
processes resides in GDPR related processes that implement
the right to be forgotten and the underlying fundamental



principles. Lastly, the storage minimization process imple-
ments the principle of storage minimization. This process
is important as it introduces a prevention capability to the
solution, by monitoring data which should not be stored
anymore due to expired legal ground for processing.

The BP-IDS integration in the target system contributed
to finding out which data tables6 contained personal data. In
total, 34 data tables were monitored. To ease the specifica-
tion of processes, in this evaluation the data groups were
composed by collections of database tables. Three table
collections were defined, where each is represented by a
generic table. The Table 1 is indexed by the table collection
names identifying the purpose for data processing, and it is
establishing a relation with the retention time: the time that
data is expected to have valid legal grounds for processing.
This may be perceived as an over simplistic model that may
not be found in all deployments.

Table 1. EXAMPLE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF CMA DATA TABLES INTO
GROUPS OF DATA. EACH TABLE COLLECTION CONTAINS DATA
ASSOCIATED TO A RETENTION TIME AND TO PURPOSES. FOR

EVALUATION PURPOSES EACH TABLE REPRESENT SEVERAL REAL
TABLES IN THE DATABASE CONTAINING DATA CLASSIFIED INTO THE

SAME DATA GROUP TABLES.

Table (collection) Time to erase
Employee never
Citizen after 10 years
Other immediate

5.2. BP-IDS integration

Processes Diagrams The following BPMN processes had
to be configured in the BP-IDS diagram editor, part of
the administrator tool:
• The right to be forgotten request was defined as the

process that receives a request from the data subject
and makes sure all the appropriate steps for the
storage minimization are in order. The key concept
in the right to be forgotten is the data subject consent
over the processing of his personal data. When the
data subject asks to be forgotten what really needs to
happen is that any consent previously given by him
in concerns to his data is to be removed.

• Storage Minimization Principle validation process
is a single activity run periodically by BP-IDS that
validates that personal data has valid purposes to be
held. The activity validator checks if all data groups
for each individual person have valid purposes.

• Access to data process is a general process that spec-
ifies a read or write operation to data. The process
should be identified by the entity that generates it
and the purpose for access should be identified.

• Remove Data process detects removal of data in the
host system. Data groups are also removed from the
respective informational entity.

Activities validator The validator classes that had to be
implemented for the business processes created were

6. Database server Tables

Data accesses during evaluation

Non compliant data access

Data erased: always compliant

4,842

43

206

1,788

16

16

1,647

21

6

1,407

6

184

Total
Employee

Citizen
Other

Figure 6. Chart with “Access to data” activities by table

the following: detect and update modifications to the
data groups; detect and update modifications to the pur-
poses; maintain valid purposes association; and validate
all informational entities have valid purposes.

Business Rule A business rule is used for applying one of
the requirements directly related to the data protection
principles. The verification of the purpose limitation
principle is directly implemented by a simple rule
triggered by any access to a personal data informa-
tional entity. The rule verifies if all of the informational
entity’s data groups have a valid purpose.

Informational entities
For testing purposes it was implemented that all data
groups may be accessed for the purpose consent. Due
to the fact that BP-IDS did not have the history of the
processing, thus no past knowledge of data and purpose
relations, this purpose is by default associated to all
data groups, i.e, all informational entities Personal data
start with the attribute ”purpose” filled with Consent.
In a real environment, all data groups in the system
must be associated with a purpose.

5.3. Evaluation

The configured setup underwent several tests during the
evaluation, which spread through a period of 6 week (3 of
which coincided to the COMPACT trials). 5089 processes
were monitored focusing in personal data from 764 data
subjects, 5035 from which were verified and validated as
compliant. From the remainder 45 non compliant activities,
43 were due to accesses to data without a valid purpose and
2 triggered by the storage minimization process that found
data without valid grounds to be stored.

The specified BPMN processes were based on archived
documentation describing the real system, even though only
considering accesses to personal data. The monitoring of
accesses to data occurs in the interfaces between the appli-
cation and the database. In fact, what is being monitored
are the queries to the database performed by the applica-
tion. That means that any path of execution the application
follows, expected or not, will be detected if a query to the
database is performed. That said, we can affirm with a high
percentage of certainty that the tests represent a full dataset
of possible executions for the selected processes. Addition-
ally, no unknown process key events were detected during



the evaluation period. This event expresses the detection of
an activity which is not associated to a process in execution.
The absence of those evince that the BPMN specification of
the process is correct and there are no problems with the
BP-IDS monitoring capability.

Figure 6 presents statistics for the processes related with
accesses to data by table collection (to review the meaning
of each table collection see Table 1). It can be seen that the
non compliant activities represent a small quantity (43) of
the total of data accesses (4842). The accesses to personal
data are equally distributed across the three table collections.
An higher account of data was removed from the Other
collection. A result that was expected, due to the content of
those tables not requiring retention of data for a period time.
The tool was also able to detect accesses to the personal
data, right to be forgotten request and the validation of the
storage minimization principle. It also validated that the
data protection concepts are monitored by the creation of
informational entities and respective attributes.

5.3.1. Compliance tests. One important requirement for the
data controllers is to maintain the integrity and security
of the data it keeps. So to evaluate this, violations to the
expected data processing are simulated. The violations to
data protection principles may have internal or external
sources and consist in access, modification or storage of
data without a valid ground for it. The threats that were
analyzed during the evaluation correspond to the following
cases:

• Application abuses
In this case an attacker is the employee of the organiza-
tion, who wittingly or unwittingly used the application
to access personal data without a valid purpose for it.
The application allows to access data without purpose
control, which violates the purpose limitation principle.

• Application server faults In the following test, data
is not removed and it is kept by the data controller,
leading to the use of data without valid purposes and
in contexts for which the purposes are not valid. This
violates the storage minimization principle

• External threats Three areas of impact to the system
at hand were identified: internal network access and
application server access with normal privileges and
with administrator privileges.

According to the results collected, in Figure 6, 45 non
compliant activities were detected during the evaluation
period. From those, 43 were a result from the business
rule activation and the other two were related to the storage
minimization validation.

From the analysis of the results 43 alerts were shown in
the monitor tool, correspond to the invalid access to data, a
violation to the purpose limitation principle . There were no
false negatives and also all alerts shown in the monitor tool
could be associated to the respective failed activity event,
which results in a zero percentage of false positives in this
evaluation.

During the evaluation, three infringements were de-
tected: two caused by the execution of the right to be

forgotten process and one caused by the removal of purposes
by the Purpose Manager process. The alerts were correctly
generated by the activity validator class, associated with the
storage minimization process, and shown in the monitor
tool. In this evaluation, all data is initially collected with
the purpose “Consent”, and for that reason, this validation
has failed on two occasions: after the mentioned right to
be forgotten; and when the Purpose Manager process was
executed to remove all the purposes associated to data. No
other informational entity had its purposes removed, and no
alerts were generated besides these two, which concludes
that no false positives or false negatives were produced.

Taking into account the threat cases analysed, we could
estimate that this solution is able to detect violations to the
privacy of the data subject, caused by the external attacks
defined in Case C. The isolation of accesses to personal data
allows the detection of unauthorized accesses to monitored
data. This is possible due to the constant monitoring of data
accesses in the interfaces of the application and the database.
In fact, it allows to detect any access to the monitored data
produced from the application server, while identifying the
login of the one producing it. Moreover, the attacker only
can interact with the database at the application level; thus
is only able to access data as an employee, or, as a system
administrator, both of which, are detected as an invalid
access to data.

The batch of tests in this section allows to validate
that violations to the expected processing of data, as well
as to the privacy policies, are detected. In particular: the
purpose limitation principle, storage limitation principle and
the right to be forgotten are being monitored, along with the
respective violations to the requirements.

5.3.2. Limitations. This solution was designed to identify
violations to the privacy of the data subject, but it may not
be able to identify if the threat is external to the system.
Notwithstanding, a in-depth analysis by the system admin-
istrator may be able to identify the attacker as processes
running, application and logged in user are available in BP-
IDS monitor, even in the cases of external attack.

False positives and false negatives are likely to occur
from bad specification of processes. Any difference between
the BPMN processes specified into BP-IDS and the real
system implementation will very likely generate or omit
alerts when it should not. However, for a false positive, an
alert is generated and the data administrator can easily detect
by inspection of the events attributes in the BP-IDS monitor
the veracity of the violation. False negatives can occur from
incorrect conditions in activity validators and in business
rules, and, therefore will happen for every informational
entity that is accessed, in a similar way. A detailed analysis
of the BP-IDS logs and BPMN specification is required to
identify and revise the specification errors.

5.3.3. Compliance to GDPR. The solution presented in
this document is not expected to store the values of indi-
vidual data. Data is monitored in the form of collections
(data groups) classified by purpose and retention period.



These collections are associated with an individual person
by identifier of the informational entity representative of
that person. BP-IDS uses a pseudo-anonymization feature
that substituted all personal data featured in the alerts with
unique masks that still allowed correlations without dis-
closing any personal data (since the only way to trace-
back the original personal data identifiers is through BP-
IDS interfaces). Moreover the actual data does not need to
be collected, sufficing to know the data group to which it
belongs. Data belonging to a data groups is subject to the
grounds of processing (purposes) assigned to that group,
thus a more grain defined monitoring of the data is not
necessary.

6. Conclusion

In the origin of this thesis was a current problem in
the context of the data protection in Europe. The new
data protection European regulation has set new rules and
responsibilities to the data controller. The data controller
has now to comply with the regulation, but also needs to
show compliance. Moreover, more strict audit rules and
penalties for violation the privacy of the data subjects were
defined. In need was a solution that allowed to monitor
the processing of personal data in an organization and be
able to demonstrate compliance as well as prevent possible
infringements to the requirements the regulation imposes.

BP-IDS, an essential infrastructure monitoring tool, is
used to help companies verify their compliance and actively
check and show they are complying with the data protec-
tion regulation in force in their context. This dissertation
achieved the following contributions:

• A guide to go from regulations to privacy policies
and to implementable rules and restriction that BP-
IDS can use to monitor data protection compliance
in certain environments. Business process monitoring
services can be used in organizations for checking that
the implementation of the business process is compliant
with its specification.

• Auditing tool for organization to guarantee they are un-
der the data protection regulation, and prevent possible
situation of infringement to the local privacy laws.

6.1. Future Work

Data monitoring using BP-IDS is still a developing
approach and there is still much room for improvement.
The paragraphs bellow present some suggestions on where
to take from the point the work is left:
Specification of the target system Machine learning tech-

niques could be used to automate the search and specifi-
cation of the target system and the posterior conversion
into BPMN processes. This could solve one major lim-
itation by reducing the considerable effort (both in time
and human resources) spent by the organization for
configuring the business monitoring services according
to the organization’s specification.

Data protection requirements The approach presented is
considered to identify requirements from an data pro-
tection regulation. Although we could transcript some
requirements to the testing scenario, the manual con-
figurations of the BP-IDS rules and activities in ac-
cordance to the privacy policy is prone to error. An
enhanced model should be created to assist the data ad-
ministrator when mapping the data protection require-
ments conditions and rules into the BP-IDS processes,
activities validator classes and business rules.

Data groups classification The definitions of data groups
could be further developed, to better adequate the needs
of the real world. The model used, which assigned
several tables of data to a hypothetical table and as-
sumed all the data in those table were represented by an
equal data group, is insufficient for describing real data.
A thoroughly classification of data into categories by
the retention time with better description of purposes
as legal grounds to data processing requires a more
complex model.
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